＜Course Ａ＞ Mt Fuji Course

Tour Fee
（including tax）
Minimum number
of participant：
30 peple

Lake Motosu is famous for “Upside Down Fuji” which is the model of the back of the old 5000 yen Bill.
You can enjoy that if you are lucky,
Then, let’s have an adventure to WIND CAVE and ICE CAVE with the Nature Guide!
After HOUTOU noodle lunch, you’ll try Japanese cultural experience in “ Seiko Iyashi no Sato NEMBA!

10,000 yen

スケジュール
Kofu station ⇒ Lake Motosu ⇒ Wind Cave・Ice Cave Tour ⇒ Lunch@HUTOU FUDOU ⇒ Seiko Iyashi no Sato NEMBA ⇒ Kofu station
≪Upside down Fuji≫ ≪wirh the nature guide≫

1
8：00

9：00～9：30

10：00～12：00

≪HOUTOU Noodles≫

≪Japanese cultural experience≫

12:30～13：30

14:30～16：00

17:00

Lake Motosu Upside down Fuji
Lake Motosu is the deepest and clearest in Fuji Five
Lakes. You can see Upside down Fuji reflected on the
surface of the water. That is exactly on the back of the
1000 yen bill and old 5000 yen bill

The Fuji Fugaku Wind Cave is surrounded by the abundant greenery of
the Aokigahara Jukai forest. Once you enter the cave, it is pleasantly cool
even in summer, with an average temperature of 3℃.

Seiko Iyashi no Sato NEMBA
The Narusawa Hyoketsu Ice Cave is located at the east entrance to the
Aokigahara Jukai "sea of trees" forest, and is regarded as one of the
tourist spots within the Fuji Five Lakes area that can be visited
throughout the year.
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You can enjoy original scenery in Japan.
Also there are some thatched houses there.
Please try Japanese traditional experience.

＜Course B＞ Yamanashi Course

Tour Fee
（including tax）
Minimum number
of participant：
30 peple

SUNTORY HAKUSHU DISTILLEY is the representative Distillery in Japan. What's the secret to making it so delicious?! Let’s see it!
Then, ley’s try HAND-MADE SOBA experience, and taste SOBA which made by yourself!
Sunflower is the most beautiful in July. You can enjoy the biggest festival of Sun flower in Akeno city.

10,000 yen
Schedule
Kofu station ⇒ SUNTORY HAKUSHU DISTILLERY ⇒ SPATIO OBUCHIZAWA ⇒ AKENO Sunflower Festival ⇒ Kofu station
≪Factory Toue and Tasting≫ ≪HAND-MADE SOBA experience and Lunch≫ ≪Tour on the Sunflower field≫

1
9：00

10：30 ～12:00

12：30～14：30

15:00～16：00

16:30

※We may have to change the plan due to the reservation status of HAKUSHU DISTILLEY.
Factory Tour in HAKUSHU DISTILLERY Time 80 minutes
In the beginning we introduce the craftsmen's dedication to producing a variety of distinctive whiskies at the Hakushu Distillery, then
later you can taste the unblended whisky (not for sale) that makes up Hakushu Single Malt Whisky. This tour truly allows you to fully
enjoy the whisky.

You can have look at the
exibishion in the museum before
the Factory tour.

Please enjoy its taste and smell !

Hakushu Distillery’s use of a variety of processes and techniques from the mashing stage through
distillation allows it to produce an array of single malt whiskies with a variety of characters.

Let’s make “ SOBA “ Japanese
traditional food by yourself.
And taste how delicious it is.!
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At last, please taste HAKUSHU whisky!

There are six hundred
thousand Sunflowers in
Akeno Sunflower
Festival.
You can enjoy
Sunflowers spread out
on the field

